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A LANDING ON A 5,000-FOOT RUNWAY
By John P. Reeder
SUMMARY
Flight tests were made to determine the capability of positioning
a gliding airplane for a landing on a 5,000-foot runway with special
reference to the gliding flight of a satellite vehicle of fixed configu-
ration upon reentry into the earth's atmosphere. The lift-drag ratio
and speed of the airplane in the glides were varied through as large a
range as possible.
The results showed a marked tendency to undershoot the runway when
the lift-drag ratios were below certain values, depending upon the speed
in the glide. A straight line dividing the successful approaches from
the undershoots could be drawn through a lift-drag ratio of about 3 at
i00 knots and through a lift-drag ratio of about 7 at 185 knots. Pro-
vision of a drag device would be very beneficial, particularly in
reducing the tendency toward undershooting at the higher speeds.
INTRODUCTION
Several satellite vehicles have recently been proposed which will
have the capability of gliding at lift-drag ratios comparable with those
of present airplanes upon reentry into the earth's atmosphere. The
uncertainty of predicting the exact reentry position has made it desir-
able that the vehicles be able to land on readily available prepared
surfaces. The wing loading and lift-drag ratio of one such vehicle was
chosen with the requirement that it be capable of landing on a 5,000-foot
runway. This particular vehicle was to have a skid-type landing gear
but no provision for lift- or drag-increasing devices.
It is anticipated that the approach and landing of such a vehicle
will consist of perhaps three phases:
2(i) Ground direction to a gate positioa with respect to someair-
port. Control to this point will insure pa3sing the gate with a pre-
determined minimumaltitude and speed.
(2) Visual control of the glide by the pilot to position himself
for the flare and touchdown on the runway.
(3) Flare and touchdownmaneuver.
The second phase or the ability of the pilot to adjust the glide
of such an aircraft into position for a lanling on a 5,000-foot runway
with a fixed configuration seemedto warran_ a simple investigation and
is the subject of this paper. The obJectiw_ was to determine the effects
of such factors as lift-drag ratio and speed on the ability of the pilot
to makesuccessful approaches.
The scope of the tests was extended to include as high a speed and
as low a lift-drag-ratio range as possible _o simulate other vehicles
that have been proposed. It is felt that tiile problem of positioning
the aircraft for landing during the gliding phase is realistically simu-
lated in these extended cases, although the excess lift and energy of
the test airplane for performing the flare maneuverunder the extended
conditions greatly exceeded those for a more heavily loaded aircraft.
For this reason the third phase or the flare and touchdown maneuverwas
considered outside the scope of this invest_gation.
AIRPLANEANDTESTME!_ODS
The airplane selected for the tests wa_ a military training air-
plane which could cover a range of speeds and lift-drag ratios appro-
priate to the subject reentry vehicle. The airplane is shownin
figure 1.
Test glides to determine the lift-drag..ratio characteristics of the
airplane were madeduring which indicated speed and rate of descent were
noted under steady conditions for the vari_m configurations and desired
speeds. The average altitude at which the lift-drag ratios were deter-
mined in these glides was 5,000 feet. Pred_termlned lift-drag ratios
were selected in somecases by obtaining th_ proper rate of descent at
a given speed by throttle or configuration _dJustment. The power used
in such an adjustment was only a little mor_ than that at idle. How-
ever, the throttle setting was reduced duriI_ descents in these cases
to maintain constant manifold pressure. No corrections for density were
madeto indicated speed in determining lift-drag ratios, although
positlon-error corrections were necessary f(_ flap-down configurations.
The landing-approach test glides were madeto a relatively unused
airport which has three 5,000-foot concrete runways surrounded by trees.
Most of the glides were begun directly over the center of the field at
i0,000 feet and in the direction of landing for the runway selected.
Someglides were also madefrom 5,000 feet. In addition, a few approaches
were madefrom i0,000 feet over gate positions at 8, i0, and 12_ nautical2
miles from the field. At the initial point or gate, the conditions were
set to obtain the desired lift-drag ratio at the preselected speed, and
the glide was commenced. In all cases the pattern was varied as neces-
sary by the pilot to have the glide path intersect the desired runway
at about 0.4 of the runway length from the approach end. Manifold pres-
sure was held constant with throttle as noted to maintain the selected
lift-drag ratio. Generally the speed was held constant as closely as
possible until the touchdown point was determined. In cases where the
shape of the curve of lift-drag ratio against indicated speed of the sub-
ject reentry vehicle could be approximately simulated, glides were made
to note the effects of being at a speed higher or lower than that for
the best lift-drag ratio. In these cases, at gliding speeds higher than
that for the best lift-drag ratio, it was considered realistic to reduce
speed to flatten the glide path where necessary to complete an approach.
RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
The glides, including explanatory remarks, are enumerated in table I.
Wind data for the period of the tests are included in table II. In
28 glides there were 9 misses, all of them undershoots. The data are
presented in figure 2 as plots of the lift-drag ratio against the cali-
brated airspeed Vc in knots. The solid symbols indicate undershoots_
the open symbols indicate successful approaches. The curve drawn through
the data points for the test airplane in the upper left of the figure
approximate the lift-drag-ratio variation with speed for the reentry
vehicle under consideration.
It was the pilot's consistent and strong impression that speed was
the primary factor in his ability to attain the desired touchdown area.
Speedis very important because all turn and maneuverradii increase
as the square of the speed. Therefore, the distance through which the
pilot is trying to Judge the touchdown point and the distance required
for corrections to his path increase rapidly with speed. The errors in
the touchdown point increase in a similar manner. Also, it was apparent
that the tendency to undershoot becamevery strong at the lower lift-
drag ratios. It was felt that a line could be drawn on figure 2 sepa-
rating the lift-drag ratio and speed combinations which could be Judged
for successful approaches from those which resulted in consistent under-
shoots. This line passes through a lift-drag ratio of roughly 3 at
4i00 k_1ots and 7 at 185 knots. Although the rate of descent did not
appear to the pilot to be a primary factor in his ability to hit the
selected touchdown spot, there is a surprising correlation between the
boundary line determined from the test glide s and the line on the fig-
ure representing a constant rate of descent of _,000 feet per minute.
Although the flare-out capabilities from these glides did not simu-
late properly more heavily loaded aircraft snd, consequently, were not
within the scope of this study, it was the _ilot's opinion that the
vertical velocity could have been readily c_ecked in all cases encountered.
An initial position or gate over the field was felt to be undesir-
able to some extent in that the airport cou]d not be seen from i0,000 feet
for setting up the approach pattern until more than 90 ° of a pattern turn
had been made. A gate position at 8 nautical miles was selected for
trial on the basis that the airport could be seen ahead and could be
reached against a 50-knot headwind at either a lift-drag ratio of Ii
and a speed of 104 knots or at a lift-drag ratio of 7 and a speed of
165 knots. The gate position at 8 nautical miles proved to be satis-
factory from I0,000 feet for speeds from 90 knots to 140 knots for the
configuration simulating the subject vehicle. Headwinds for these runs
varied from 40 knots at i0,000 feet to 20 krots at 6,000 feet and
i0 knots at the ground. Although it was exlected that more difficulty
would be experienced in gliding at or below the speed for the best lift-
drag ratio than at higher speeds, it was found that Judgment was appre-
ciably easier for the lower speeds and the Ioint of touchdown was con-
trolled without the necessity of reducing t_e speed. In the case of
the glides having the excess speed, however, part of the excess was used
to reach the field because of a tendency to undershoot. The airport was
reached from 8 nautical miles either for a circling pattern or for a
straight-in approach by using S-turns to adjust the altitude. It might
have been better to have had the gate position even closer to the field
than 8 nautical miles in order to relieve tke pilot of the decision as
to which type of approach it would be best _o make. The gate should not
be so close to the field that the pilot cannot see to establish the
radius of his pattern before reaching the field, however. Approaches
from i0 and 12_ nautical miles against lighter winds of i0 to 15 knots
2
were successful, but the first impressions _ere that the airport was
too far to be reached. This situation could involve considerable psy-
chological stress.
The bank angles used in the circling pstterns were normally i0°
to 20 ° except for the steeper descents and those at the higher speeds
for which 30 ° banks were frequently used. In S-turns to reduce alti-
tude, 60 ° banks were frequently used at the higher speeds.
At high lift-_rag ratios, difficulty was experienced in judging
when to stop the circling type of pattern and plan the final approach.
Practice is highly recommendedfor judging and timing the rate of alti-
tude loss to determine whether another circuit of the airport is desir-
able or possible and for executing S-turn maneuverseither for a
straight-in or the final-approach phase of a circling pattern. It
would appear that S-turns on the final approach can be used very effec-
tively for losing excess altitude but require planning in themselves.
Judgment of the touchdown point is strongly subject to error at the
higher speeds used, however, regardless of the type of pattern.
The effects of winds on the approach are very pronounced at the
speeds used in this study. On one day a wind which varied from 50 knots
at i0,000 feet to 28 knots at 6,000 feet and i0 to 15 knots at the
ground was experienced. The circling-type patterns are lengthened con-
siderably in time by wind and there can be about a 30-percent increase
in altitude loss per circuit with a 50-knot wind at a glide speed of
104 knots. The time required for a 360° pattern varied between 2 and
4 minutes depending on speed, altitude, lift-drag ratio, and wind. The
wind gradient in the lower 1,000- to 2,000-foot level results in loss of
speed and in lowering of the glide-path level if speed is regained.
This effect would appear to be more serious at the higher speeds. The
effect can, of course, be offset by flying at a speed greater than that
for best lift-drag ratio since this speed provides the capability of
flattening the glide path by reducing speed.
One important point is that any diversion of attention due to
traffic while in the final stages of a gliding approach is very criti-
cal. Also, although the word "easier" can be used in a relative manner
for comparison of the different approaches, none of these approaches
is really easy. On the contrary, utmost concentration and effort injudgment must be used at all times.
It is the firm opinion of the pilot that, of the successful
approaches, those at the lower speeds were considerably easier to
Judge and control than those at the higher speeds. Also, the glides
with the higher lift-drag ratios, particularly at the lower speeds,
were not as readily judged as those with intermediate values of lift-
drag ratio, although this conclusion is not apparent from figure 2.
A drag device would be very beneficial for adjusting the glide
at the lower speeds. Even more important, however, would be the bene-
fits at higher speeds. At the higher speeds the drag device would
reduce the strong tendency to undershoot by permitting the pilot to
carry excess speed and/or altitude until reaching the runway is assured.
The excess of either could then be dissipated for landing by use of the
drag device.
CONCLUSIONS
Tests to simulate the landlng-approach glide of general, winged-
type satellite vehicles of fixed configuration during maneuvering for
a landing on a 5,000-foot runway have been madewith a military training
airplane. The results showeda marked tendency to undershoot the run-
way whenthe lift-drag ratios were below certain values, depending upon
the speed in the glide. A straight line dividing the successful
approaches from the undershoots could be dr_wn through a lift-drag
ratio of about 3 at lO0 knots and through a lift-drag ratio of about
7 at 185 knots.
It was the pilot's strong impression that speed was a primary fac-
tor in the ability to hit the desired touchlown area_ that is, the higher
the speed the greater the difficulty in Jud_nent. The tendency to under-
shoot becamevery strong at low lift-drag r_tios. However, the glides
with high lift-drag ratios, particularly at low speeds, were not as
readily judged as those with intermediate lift-drag ratios.
Provision of a drag device would be very beneficial, particularly
in reducing the tendency toward undershootiug at the higher speeds.
The choice of a gate position from which to establish a visual
approach should be far enough away that the airport can be readily seen
in time to establish an approach pattern to it but not so far as to
make it difficult to decide as to the type _f maneuverrequired.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration,
Langley Field, Va., January 7, 19_9.
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TABLE II.- WIND CONDITIONS DURING GLIDES
Flight
2
3 and 4
Altitude, ft
5,000
1,000
Surface
i0,000
5,000
1,000 to Surface
lO, 000
5,000
i,000
Surface
5,000
1,000
Wind direction,
deg
30O
330
30o to 33C
320
54o
290 to 56C
500
300
5OO
Variable
52O
350
Velocity, knots
3O
20
i0 to 15, gusts to 25
50
28
8 to 15
40
15
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